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(C) The Military Intelligence Summary (MIS), published in eight volumes, is a synopsis of military intelligence worldwide. Intended to serve as a ready reference, the MIS presents a compilation of intelligence on those forces that contribute to the military security of each country, and on the political and economic factors affecting the country's military capability. Published annually, the MIS serves to update information in other DIA publications.

(U) Information summarized in the MIS is available in detail in numerous DIA publications. A list of related publications, both completed and scheduled, is published in the Register of Intelligence Publications (DRS-2600-37A-85) and the Defense Intelligence Production Schedule (DVP-2600-35-85 (Vol I) and DVP-2600-36-83 (Vol II)). The Intelligence Users Guide (DDP-2600-397-83) explains how to obtain finished intelligence products and services from DIA.
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